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Marching on from
WFD to SOTA
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these, but where do
we go from here? The
answer is that a
whole spring, summer, and autumn of radio excitement awaits us, and yet we can’t
wait to dive in head-first. There’s
a lot to do ahead, and we’re going to need all the help we can
get. Please join us in our journey.

In January, thanks largely to the
efforts of Jeff N1SC and Jake
KD7VEA, we pulled off our biggest Winter Field Day (WFD) ever.
Then in February, thanks to Ryan
K7ODX, we had one of the most
highly attended club meetings
ever, where we were taught the
ways of SOTA (Summits on the
Air) by the SOTAMeister himself.
This issue will spotlight both of

In this issue of the UVARC Shack
Highlights on Winter Field Day
and a meeting dedicated to SOTA.
A visit to the shack of KD7VEA,
from the days of CB, to today in
mesh. In Brass Tacks we investigate noise and its sources and
what to do about it. In DIY we’ll
show you how to build a 2-meter
antenna that out-performs the
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revered Pockrus J-pole. Dear Annette answers questions about
IRLP and 2-meter propagation.
Events highlights an announcement and rumors from the ARRL.
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Way to Be
Spotlight on our members

The Johnsons at the Preparedness Fair

Kiara KI7RES, Patrick KI7DNL, and Reuben KI7AEU stand ready to explain how amateur radio
can contribute to family preparedness during their Stake Preparedness Fair in Springville.
Their poster displayed some of the uses of ham radio from rag chewing to emergency communication to hiking. Reuben demonstrated his tape measure Yagi and how useful it is for portable and quick communication. A few people were curious about their CW key, and Kiara and
Patrick were there to demonstrate how it works. In the end, the kids said more people attended their booth than in any years past, and even Mom (Leanne, who's not yet licensed)
jumped in to help answer questions when it got busy.
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Winter Field Day
Formerly SPAR

Each year, during the last full weekend in January, the most winter-hardy hams get out their
gear, their logs, and their courage, to brave
the winter chill for the love of the craft. Similar
to the Field Day in Summer, Winter Field Day
(WFD) is an annual event that draws out our
innermost ham. In behalf of the club, Jeff
McGrath N1SC and Jake Estepp KD7VEA, along
with a host of other members, organized and
mobilized a number of stations and did just
that.

Like with years past, the goal of WFD is to
demonstrate our ability to set up a station or a
set of stations in short order away from home
and commercial power, and make contacts
with other hams far from our location. Amateurs have the option of going it alone or joining with others in a club or association to
make these contacts.
And because WFD takes place for 24 hours
straight, it’s very convenient to have multiple
operators available to make contacts, so that when one gets tired, another can take over. For
us, it was both fun and educational to give many people the opportunity to make contacts far
away from Utah.
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Winter Field Day
continued

This year Jeff and Jake had us set up three transmitting stations at the Lindon Marina, and they
installed a mesh intranet for us to coordinate our activities, to prevent duplicate log entries
and communicate messages, such as problems or band switches.
Although not truly a contest, we do earn points for making
contacts, depending on a number of things. SSB contacts
get us a point, while digital contacts get us more, and CW
contacts even more, per contact. We also get points for using emergency power, such as battery, solar, or generator.
Furthermore, we can get more points if we transmitted
from tents, and Noji was going to do the tent event, but
alas, Brad Kirk AF7FP rescued his frozen hind end and benevolently loaned the comfort of his luxurious motor home
to his station, so all three stations transmitted from trailers.
In the end, UVARC accumulated nearly
quadruple the points that we scored last
WFD. We’ll keep you posted as to what
ranking that places us in the state of
Utah.

Aaron, after his beard froze off
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SOTA
Summits on the Air

In our February meeting Ryan Etherington K7ODX presented us a well-prepared and engaging
spotlight on SOTA (Summits on the Air),
which seems to interest many of us. Essentially, SOTA is an activity in which a ham
(activator) drives, climbs, or otherwise travels
to one of many approved summits, sets up an
amateur station, and calls out for others to
contact. Once the activator is set up and
transmitting, any ham (chaser) from any location can respond to the activator by answering the call. Both the activator and chaser can
log the mutual contact as a SOTA QSO.
There are many summits in Utah, most of
which have either never been activated or are
rarely activated. As you can imagine, some
are easier to reach than others, and so their
difficulties are rated by a point system determined by the SOTA Management Team, which qualifies and approves each summit. Because
time-of-year can add to the difficulty, winter summits increase points earned to each activation
for some summits. Each activator and chaser is then free to submit their logs for an award,
based on the number of points accumulated.
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SOTA
continued

It seems that what got the attention of most attendees is the equipment Ryan displayed, and
the fact that it was so portable and lightweight, which is an obvious necessity when hiking up
to these peaks just to set up an amateur station. The three pieces of gear that seemed to be
most critical to making enough contacts to make the hike worthwhile, but be portable enough
to keep the packing sane, are the radio, the battery, and the antenna. Ryan both displayed his
own radio, battery, and antenna gear and discussed them in his PowerPoint presentation.
We’ve posted Ryan’s PPT on both the Facebook Group and our website. Nice job, Ryan!
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My Shack
Highlighting the shack (ham equipment and room) of a member, to
give others an idea of the possibilities that might work for them

Jake Estepp, KD7VEA
Growing up in Arkansas almost 20 years ago, CB was
still a valid means of communications. I got a CB Base
station when I was 16, my friends soon followed, and
we all had CBs at our houses as well as our vehicles.
This got me interested in more communication technology, and when I came to Utah, I decided it was time to
upgrade to ham. I love the technology behind ham radio, I have always been interested in how things work,
so I started buying non-working used gear and repairing it. One of my favorite parts of the hobby is building
and/or modifying amplifiers.

My station gear:
On the top shelf I have my homemade antenna rotator controller. Beside that is my
switching 50 amp power supply.

On the main desk:
Kenwood TL-922 HF 2 kW amplifier and SignaLink USB for
digital modes
Custom mic switch box to switch between 2 microphones and
2 radios quickly for VHF contesting
Yaesu FT-920 160-6 meter rig, and on top of that is an array
solutions 160-6 meter 3 kW SWR / power meter
Yaesu FT-736R VHF/UHF all-mode radio supporting 144 /
220 / 432 / 1.2 GHz
On the shelving below the desk is my Ameritron AL-80 amplifier modified for 1 kW on 6 meters and MFJ input power meter
Next shelf down is my AM-6154 FAA amplifier (modified from
50 watts AM to 500 watts on 2 meters)
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My Shack
continued

I am also very heavily involved with Mesh Networking, connecting computers wirelessly over
ham radio frequencies to do things like file sharing, camera monitoring, and almost anything
else that you can do with a network connection.
The other main interests I have in radio are working meteor scatter on 6 meters (no luck on 2
meters and up yet), and I’m currently building an antenna system for tracking satellites.
The large dish is a 2.4 GHz link to the West Mountain mesh node, the small dish is a 5 GHz
link to the West Mountain mesh node, the bottom antenna is a Cushcraft MA5b covering 10
through 20 meters, the next up is 5 elements on 6 meters, next is 3 elements on 220, then 11
elements on 2 meters, 16 elements on 440, and the top is 18 elements on 1200 MHz. The
four wires are a 40/80 dipole and the black tube is the balun for the dipole. On the roof is a
stacked 5/8-wave 2-meter vertical, and the tower is 30 feet of Rohn 25g.

― 73, KD7VEA
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Brass Tacks
An in-depth look at a radio-related topic

Noise
You finally got your HF act together, so
once you got your General license, you
went online, got a new HF rig, power
supply, tuner, nice dipole antenna, lowloss coax, and taped the ARRL band plan
to your wall. Congratulations...you’re
ready to move into a bold, new world.
You flip the switch to the PSU, fire up
your radio, and suddenly you’re surprised at what you hear: hissing, static;
in short, noise. Sounds more like a room
full of librarians continuously saying, “shhhhhhh!” Instincts kick in, and you start fiddling with
knobs, only to make it worse. Finally, you decide that you’ve purchased a lemon, and start
looking for the receipt. It just doesn't sound like the safe, quiet world of squelched FM that
your Technician license cradled you into.
Well, before you go drowning yourself in depression, let’s do a little experiment, shall we?
First, go get a good battery, connect your rig and your tuner to it, and turn off your power
supply. Ok, not much changed. Now, locate your electrical service box and completely switch
off the power to your house. Yep, furnace and fridge and everything. Suddenly, the noise level
from your rig’s speaker has lowered noticeably, and you start feeling better about the quality
of your radio. But the staticky noise is still there, just not quite as loud as before.
Encouraged, you sneak next door, and turn off your neighbor's power, then run back to your
rig. Wow, even less noise. And then another neighbor, then another, and another. With each
house power shutting down, you experience a small reduction in the noise coming from your
radio speaker. But it finally starts dawning on you where all this noise and static is coming
from, so you go turn everybody's power back on before the cops arrive, haul all your radio
gear out to your car, and head a mile out of town. And just to make sure you and I are on the
same page, nothing in this article has anything to do with transmitting, only receiving.
Away from your house, you once again set up your station, turn on your radio, and in the absence of much of that static, you suddenly start hearing stuff you haven’t heard before, like
QSOs, and CQs, and foreign languages from distant shores. The noise is still there; at least
now you can work with it. But you want it all, so remembering an important lesson, you find a
way to get your dipole up 20 feet off the ground. Even less noise! You raise it to 30 feet, and
the noise is even smaller.
You put it up a full 40 feet, and you've just about reached heaven, when nearly all of the noise
coming from your speaker that you heard previously at home is now gone. In fact, tuning
around the bands, you can clearly pick up two stations that seem to be walking right over each
other, one from Phoenix and the other from San Francisco, but it's obvious each station can't
hear the other. Why did raising the dipole make the noise go away? Is it because now the antenna is farther away from the noise sources? Possibly, but more likely it’s due to a change in
your antenna pattern.
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Brass Tacks
continued

Ok, now at least you know that your receiver actually works, and now you know why the signals sound so much better out at Field Day. But to set up like that every time you want to get
onto HF is impractical. Rest assured that there are steps you could take, to help reduce this
phenomenon that’s been hiding all these good signals from you.
Before we can solve this problem, let's ask one pertinent question: where is all this noise coming
from? It comes from computers, from wall warts,
from chargers, from flat-screen monitors and TV
sets, from motors in refrigerators and furnaces, from dimmers and
light switches being tuned on and off, from toys, from fluorescent
light fixtures, from cordless phones, from microwave ovens, and
lately, from LEDs. Does your home have these? How about your
neighbors? Of course they do. And if any of these things is defective, it can put out a tremendously higher level of noise than it normally would.
In order to keep this article short enough to enjoy (it’s already too long!), I'm going to oversimplify the solutions just a bit, but I believe you can
still benefit by what we're talking about here. In
a nut shell, the focal point of all this noise is
your antenna. In other words, your rig, your
tuner, even your coax and power supply can pick
up a little noise, but negligibly compared with
your antenna. After all, that's the purpose of
your antenna, right? But you need to hear the
other stations because, as the old saying goes, If
you can’t hear ‘em, you can’t work ‘em. There
are three basic things you can do to reduce the
amount of noise you bring in through your antenna.

LED billboards, an increasingly popular
noise source

Remove local noise sources
It's not realistic to believe you can unplug everything in your
house every time you get on HF and work DX. Remember you
still have your neighbors, and their noise sources, to deal with
too. But you can start with an in-home witch hunt, by turning off
your house power while your radio is on battery, and one by
one, turn on each breaker until you find one that's more responsible for your noise than the others. Then with that breaker on,
but the attached appliances unplugged, plug each back in until
you find an excessively noisy device. This will require a lot of
patience, especially from your spouse.
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Brass Tacks
continued

Reduce noise from local sources
A bit more expensive, one thing you can try is filter out noise coming from your various home
sources, by installing a low-pass filter on your coax near your rig. Or you can try a band-pass
filter, to allow only signals near your frequencies of interest to arrive at your radio. An RF isolator is a good device that helps reduce noise, and they're inexpensive. Some types of (current) baluns serve as RF isolators.
Even more expensive is standalone DSP (digital signal processing) filters you can purchase. Another thing you can do is snap a
number of ferrite beads on all the wires attached to your rig,
such as the power cord, your coax, your tuner controller, computer interface, and so forth.
Many of today's most recent rigs have DSP built into the receiver,
and that helps tremendously. In fact, ever wonder why some
amateur radio transceivers cost more than ten grand while other
very good and popular ones go for under a thousand? You might
have assumed it's because of their pretty displays and handy
Ferrite beads
computer interfaces, and that's true to some extent. But probably the largest contributor is their very high-tech and excellent noise filtering. If you're absolutely serious about working DX, and are ok with taking out a second mortgage, then nothing
short of one of these bad boys will do.
At this point some will mention the importance of a good ground, but I'm going to tell you that the purpose of your
ground is not to improve your signal,
unless you're using an end-fed or ground
-mounted vertical. In most cases, if you
find that installing a good ground improves your signal, you don't have a
ground problem; you have an antenna
problem that you're hiding, and chances
The Icom IC-7851, which retails at $12,500
are, you've improved your antenna, not
lowered your noise. That being said, I do
highly recommend that you install a good grounding system, for electrical shock prevention,
lightning protection, and peace-of-mind, if not for noise reduction.

Adjust your antenna pattern
Let's take a look at that dipole of yours and ask, what is its antenna pattern? If it's 15 feet off
the ground and you tell me it has a characteristically sideways toroidal shape, with nulls in the
direction of the wires, you're sadly mistaken. At that height, it's omnidirectional. You get it up
1/4 wavelength off the ground (33 feet for 20 meters, 66 feet for 40 meters) and then it starts
looking like the sideways toroid you've seen in pictures. (By the way, for ideal DX working, you
should get your dipole up a full wavelength, which is 66 feet for 20 meters and 130 feet for 40
meters. Yikes!) Also, this all assumes a flat-top configuration. If you use a sloper or inverted-V
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Brass Tacks
continued

dipole, you need to get it up even higher to avoid an omnidirectional or ellipsoidal pattern.
Next question is, who cares what antenna pattern your dipole has? Your antenna pattern is an
image drawn by the vectors of electromagnetic energy emanating from your antenna. If you
remember the Reciprocity Theorem in Physics, you'll recall that the far-field receive pattern
for a given antenna is identical to its transmission pattern. Interpreted, that means if your antenna transmits better in some directions than others, chances are that it will receive better from
those same directions than from others. So, which
antenna pattern will collect more noise, one that is
omnidirectional (picks up noise equally in all directions) or directional (picks up much less noise from
some directions than from others)?
Getting your dipole up higher has two advantages:
transmits your signal better broadside to your antenna and picks up less (attenuates) total noise.
This is why vertical antennas tend to be noisier
than directional antennas: they bring in noise from
Low dipole—omni-noisial
sources all around. This is also why hams who
use Yagi (beam) antennas can be heard so well:
their directional antennas essentially allow only
the noise they're pointing at, to come into their
rigs. Remember the two stations from Phoenix

High dipole—less noisy
and San Francisco talking over each other?
With your beam pointed at San Francisco, he
comes in booming to your station, while the
signal from Phoenix is now treated as noise,
and you can just barely make him out.

Beam antenna pattern—sweet and quiet
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Brass Tacks
continued

One last thing: power line noise. For a second, think of the zillions of blood vessels routing
through your entire body, carrying Oxygen to each and every living cell. Now, instead of blood
vessels, think of power lines. Instead of cells, think of homes. And instead of Oxygen, think of
noise. Yeah, the power lines carry power, but these world-wide and world-sized antennas also
pick up and carry noise. And I'm not talking about a 60 Hz AC hum either. I'm talking about a
noisy laptop charger in Ohio whose dirty signal gets carried into your home in Pleasant Grove.
Yeah, I realize that Rocky Mountain Power, et al, attempts to do some filtering, but their focus
is on sine wave preservation at very low frequencies. So, most RF noise coming into the grid is
fed directly into your home without anything to stop it. Line filtering and conditioning of your own
can help, if you find that the grid
is bringing a lot of noise into
your home or antenna.

Conclusion
So, solving noise issues on HF is as old as radio itself. Noise is always going to be there, but
we can take steps to reduce or eliminate much of the noise by either attacking the noise
sources through a witch hunt or filtering, or by changing our antenna pattern. And if we're using a dipole or beam antenna, we can eliminate more of that noise by raising the antenna
height to control its pattern. While an omnidirectional antenna will collect noise equally from
all around, a directional antenna will collect much of its noise from only its beamwidth, and
attenuate the rest.
In the end, you might just discover that you have one major source for your noise: your collective neighbors. If that turns out to be the case, and you’ve done pretty much everything else
we’ve discussed here, probably the only solutions that remain are
1) work HF by going portable (away from home) as time permits,
2) stick with 2 meters, or
3) move.
— Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (kn0ji@arrl.net)
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Dear Annette
What’s on your mind? Serious, humorous, technical, and thoughtful answers to your deepest, (mostly) ham-related questions.

Dear Annette:
I’ve seen on Facebook that on the Ladies’ Net
only women are permitted to check in. Does
the same apply to other nets, so that only
young people can check in to the Youth Net,
and only single people are allowed to check
in to the Singles’ Net, and so forth?
Curious in Orem
Dear Curious:
The Ladies’ Net is the only exclusive (includes
a specific group of people and excludes all
others) net we hold, and the only exclusive
one I’m aware of. As for the other UVARCsponsored nets, everybody is welcome to
check into them, so that you don’t have to
technically be a youth to check into the Youth
Net, you can be married, yet can still check
into the Singles’ Net, and so forth.
Dear Annette:
I’ve been listening to people talking on local
repeaters and on simplex nets, and so forth,
for about seven or eight months since I
earned my license. Is it just me, or does it
seem like 2 meters works differently between
day and night? I realize that HF is affected
differently between day and night, but that’s
due to the ionosphere, and from what I remember, 2 meter signals are not affected
much by the ionosphere, especially if they’re
line-of-sight. Anyway, I might be out in left
field, but it just seems to me that time-of-day
makes a difference. What are your thoughts?
Hamgirl in Saratoga Springs

you pointed out, VHF communication is affected by a different set of conditions. The
common medium between these VHF points
is the atmosphere, primarily the troposphere,
where we live. Between day and night the differences in the troposphere that seem to affect VHF most are temperature, moisture content, and air density. And depending on these
conditions and your distance from the other
station, going from day to night your signal
can become better or worse. Also, a phenomenon called tropospheric ducting can occur when the temperature of the troposphere
drops, like when it becomes nightfall, while
the tropopause (the layer that holds the troposphere down) remains relatively warm.
Dear Annette:
I’ve learned recently about IRLP, and how I
can use it to access repeaters that are not in
Utah. What are the mechanics I need to go
through, to access an IRLP node?
Disconnected in Orem
Dear Disconnected:
First, locate a repeater that supports IRLP.
The Utah VHF Society website lists Utah repeaters that support IRLP with the node number after the “I” in the Links column. For example, the 146.760 repeater on Lake Mountain is listed supporting IRLP node 3352. To
access this node, press your PTT, and while
holding it down, say your call sign, punch in
the three-digit code (which you can only get
from UARC), then punch in 3-3-5-2, then release the PTT. The repeater will then announce the fact that the node is now active.

Dear Hamgirl:
Turns out your observations are correct.
While HF (at least over long distances) behaves according to ionospheric conditions, as
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Got a question for Dear Annette? Send your
email to uvarcshack@gmail.com and include
your town.

Events
What’s happening in our ham radio
community

Utah Valley Swapmeet

Large gathering of amateur radio enthusiasts

The Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club is proud to announce the 2018 Utah Valley Swapmeet. It
will be held on Saturday September 29 from 9 am to noon, in the Ponderosa Room of the
Spanish Fork Fairgrounds, 475 S Main St in Spanish Fork. Entry is $5 per person or $10 per
family. The typical purpose of a swapmeet is to offer buyers and sellers an opportunity to get
together and buy / sell / trade, plus the ability to rub shoulders with long-lost ham friends,
and we’ll definitely have that. But this swapmeet will also provide the following:


Demonstrations of amateur radio gear, including helping you get on the air (GOTA station)



Information on many aspects of amateur radio, including HF, digital, APRS, SOTA, portable,
and much more



Opportunity for many ham radio clubs, social groups, and associations (76ers, Utah VHF
Society, UVARC, UARC, UDXA, WDARC, ARRL, etc.) to recruit members



Chance for service organizations (SLCOARES, UCARES, TCARES, DCARES, TERT, ERC, SAG,
ARC, VEC, etc.) to invite and recruit members and inform attendees



Information about ham radio exam sessions and courses for much of Utah



Radio programmers who could program your radio on the spot, depending on your radio
model and where you live

The website for the Swapmeet is utahvalleyswapmeet.com. We’re still hammering out details,
but the latest info will be posted on the website, and on FB.

ARRL News

The latest from the mother ship

Rumors about ARRL leadership
There have been some heartache and general consternation recently about a few issues surrounding the ARRL themselves. First, there are proposals being made to the FCC that seem to
favor HOAs regarding antenna restrictions. Second, there are other proposals that immunize
some of the ARRL leadership from complete member scrutiny. And third, the ARRL has released (fired?) two section managers who have written questionable accusations against the
ARRL leadership.
The ARRL is the non-governmental body that has been given the charge to originate and propose rules regarding amateur communication activities. These rules are only binding when
they’re approved by the FCC, who reserves the right to accept or reject these proposals. So,
naturally when there are rumors of problems at Headquarters, they catch our attention.
According to Mel Parkes, Utah’s ARRL Section Manager, yes, there have been some disturbing
motions brought to the table in the past few months, but he believes in the end, cooler heads
will prevail, and the motions won’t go far, because they’re not all in the best interest of amateur radio, and that the top ARRL leadership will see it that way. As for the section managers
that were let go, Mel was not at liberty to disclose the details, but said that the reasons for
their terminations were deeper than mere criticism of League leadership.
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DIY
Worthwhile projects you can build on your own

2-meter Two-element Collinear Antenna
Seems like most of us spend much of our ham radio time on 2 meters, and rightly so. That’s
where the most popular radios transmit, and where the most popular repeaters reside. Furthermore, most of our area, neighborhood, city, ERC, and county emergency and preparedness nets are assigned to 2-meter frequencies in our county. It’s been months since we’ve addressed a 2-meter antenna, so let’s go back to our roots, and examine how to build one. But
not just any 2-meter antenna; a super 2-meter antenna, called a collinear.
All due respect to Carl and his wonderful J-pole, this little gem will actually outperform his antenna because it’ll get your signal out farther due to its higher gain. The big advantage that
the Pockrus J-pole does have over this one, however is that it supports 70 cm as a dual-band
antenna, while this collinear antenna is meant only for 2 meters. Also, a collinear will typically
be twice as long or more, than Carl’s antenna, another possible disadvantage. Still, if 2 meters
is pretty much what you do, and you need to hit West Valley City on simplex from Orem, this
might be what you’re looking for. The collinear design is attributed to Steven Merrill KB1DIG.
A collinear antenna means that it is actually more than one antenna stacked on each other,
but 1) all working in line with each other and 2) all in phase with each other. Also, this design
is for two 5/8-wave antennas (hence the name two-element) that are in phase with each other,
so they’re connected by a phasing stub.
Here’s the list of parts (not much to this antenna):
161 1/2˝ of 6 AWG solid copper bare wire

1 x 10-foot 1˝ Schedule 40 PVC

1 x 1˝ PVC slip cap

2 x 1˝ PVC coupler

3 or more feet of RG-8X coaxial cable (preferably with a BNC or SO-239 connector on one end)
2 x 3/4˝ 4-foot wooden dowel

Zip ties

Cut off a 3 5/16˝ section of the PVC, then cut a 3/16˝
wide groove into it lengthwise. Cut off another 47˝ section of the PVC. Place the slip cap onto one end of this
47˝ section and one of the couplers on the other, forming the top section. Cut off another 64 1/4˝ section of
the PVC and place another of the couplers on one end,
forming the bottom section. Drill a large-enough (5/16˝
to 3/8˝) hole in the bottom section about 4 1/2˝ from
the end without the coupler, for the shield to exit, so
that it could be soldered to the big wire later.

PVC slip cap
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Grooved PVC section

DIY, continued
2-meter Two-element Collinear Antenna

The phasing stub
After reasonably straightening the 6 AWG wire, bend
the first right angle 47 1/2˝ from one end, which will
serve as the top end. Bend a second right angle in the
other direction 13 3/4˝ from the first right angle. Bend
a third right angle in the same direction 1˝ from the
second right angle. Then bend a fourth right angle in
the other direction 13 3/4˝ from the third right angle.
This should create a three-sided rectangle, known as
the phasing stub, as shown here.

Assemble the main body
Strip your coax back about 1 1/2˝ and solder the center conductor to the big wire 61˝ below the fourth
right angle. Twist the coax shield into a rough braid,
then tin the shield braid with a little solder. Slide the
top section (47˝ PVC, plus cap and coupler) down
over the top wire. Slip the small, grooved PVC section
onto the big wire, so that the phasing stub sticks out
of the groove. Slide one of the wooden dowels into
grooved PVC section, so that about two feet sticks out
of it. Join the top section to the grooved section with
PVC glue.

The phasing stub

Slide the bottom section (64 1/4˝ PVC, plus coupler and coax) up over the bottom wire and
dowel, and orient the bottom section so that the 5/16˝ hole is on the same side as the phasing stub. Join the bottom section to the
grooved section with PVC glue. Wrap two
zip ties around the grooved PVC section
but between the two parallel runs of the
phasing stub, to keep the runs an inch
apart. Reach into the 5/16˝ hole with a
pair of needlenose and fish out the
shield braid.

Matching stub assembly, showing the shield hole
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DIY, continued
2-meter Two-element Collinear Antenna

Matching stub
About 1/2˝ below the bottom section bend the big wire at a right angle in the same direction
as the phasing stub. Then 1˝ past the right angle, make another right angle in the big wire, so
that the remaining portion of the big wire is pointing straight up toward the phasing stub, just
outside the bottom PVC section. Solder the shield braid to the big wire just outside the 5/16˝
hole. Place a small piece of heat shrink tubing over the end of the exposed big wire, to prevent injury.
Insert the second wooden dowel into the bottom section, leaving about six inches protruding
from the bottom section. About 1/2˝ below the bottom of the big wire wrap three turns of
your coax around the wooden dowel and secure it with zip ties.
At this point, if the other end of your coax is terminated with an appropriate connector (I used a
BNC male), you’re ready to get it on the air. The
total length of the assembled antenna is about 10
1/2 feet. When you go to mount it, you might find
that center section to be little weak, so you’ll need
to guy the antenna with paracord or similar. Just
bolt the wooden dowel to a sturdy mast.

Lengthwise view of the finished product
This antenna should yield about 6.5 dBi, and handle
up to 200 watts. Its antenna pattern should look like
a flattened donut. But when you use it, you’ll probably be sitting pretty, being able to get your signal out
far, hear far-away stations...on simplex!
Tigger, overseeing the work
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For Your Insight
Information you could use

Club meeting format

Monthly meeting help

Here’s the usual agenda for club meetings,
this time at 100 N State Street in Lindon, normally at 56 N State St in Orem:

We’re grateful for the volunteers who help
with various tasks that make our club night
just that much more friendly and useful to
everybody. Monthly we need help with

Talk-in frequency on the club repeaters
6:30 pm : Eyeball QSO
socialize / put faces with call signs
radio programmers available to help you
6:45 pm : Call the meeting to order

programming radios (thanks, Loren / Ralph!)
taking photos or videos during the meeting
operating the talk-in radio
setting up tables and chairs (thanks, Heath!)

meeting lineup (agenda)
announcements / nets / awards / calendar
7:00 pm : Discussion / breakout session
discussions usually involve everybody
breakouts split into separate groups

Lynx
Websites for your education and leisure
For the New Ham Radio Operator
Ham Radio Nets

7:45 pm : Door prizes

DX Summit and DX Maps

7:55 pm : Dismiss and tear-down

76’ers Group and UVARC Group pages

8:00 pm : Club QSY to Lucy’s Pizzeria

SOTA and SOTAwatch

Something you’d like to see at the meetings?

Questions of the Month

Give us your input at uvarcshack@gmail.com
Test your knowledge (answers next page)

G9A15 : What is the effect of transmission line loss on SWR measured at the input to the line?
A. The higher the transmission line loss, the more the SWR will read artificially low
B. The higher the transmission line loss, the more the SWR will read artificially high
C. The higher the transmission line loss, the more accurate the SWR measurement will
be
D. Transmission line loss does not affect the SWR measurement
E9H11 : What characteristic of a cardioid pattern antenna is useful for direction finding?
A. A very sharp peak
B. A very sharp single null
C. Broad band response
D. High-radiation angle
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Calendar
What’s happening
(times are Mountain Time)

Utah County Ham Exam Sessions
BYU J. Reuben Clark Law School building
Sign up at HamStudy.org/sessions

Club Meeting Calendar (6:30 pm)
Orem Council Chambers, 56 N State St
March 1

April 5

Sat Mar 17, 2:30 to 5:00 pm

May 3

June 7

Wed Mar 21, 7:00 to 8:45 pm

July 5*

August 2

September 6

October 4

Wed April 18, 7:00 to 8:45 pm
Sat April 21, 2:30 to 5:00 pm
Wed May 16, 7:00 to 8:45 pm
Sat May 19, 2:30 to 5:00 pm

* Actually a potluck at 93 N 400 E

Regular Nets

Wed June 20, 7:00 to 8:45 pm

RACES Net, Thu Apr 19 8:00 pm, 147.12

Wed July 18, 7:00 to 8:45 pm

Jackson Hole Net, Mon 8:00 pm, 146.76
UVARC Ladies’ Net, Tue 7:00 pm, 146.78

Provo One-day Technician Courses
Third Saturday Monthly at 8:00 am

2018 Orem Ham Radio Courses

UARC 76’ers, Wed 7:00 pm, 146.76
UVARC Youth Net, Thu 6:30 pm, 146.78
UVARC New Ham Net, Thu 7:00 pm, 146.78

Extra : Mar 13, 20, 27, Apr 3, 10

CERT Net, 2nd & 4th Thu 8:00 pm, 146.78

Technician : May 22, 29, June 5, 12

Utah County 6 meters, Fri 8:00 pm, 50.14

General : July 31, Aug 7, 14, 21
Technician : Sept 18, 25, Oct 2, 9

6-Pack Net, Fri 9:00 pm, 50.15
Family History Net, Sat 8:00 pm, 146.78
UVARC Singles’ Net, Sat 9:00 pm, 146.78
See a larger list of nets at noji.com/nets

Upcoming Contests
ARRL International DX SSB Contest

CQ Worldwide WPX Contest

5 pm Mar 2 to 5 pm Mar 4

6 pm Mar 23 to 6 pm Mar 25

State QSO Parties (OK, ID, WI)

One of the big annual contests

Mar 10 to Mar 11

See a larger list at noji.com/contest

Answers to the Questions of the Month
G9A15 : A ( The higher the transmission line loss, the more the SWR will read artificially low )
[ Think of a dummy load, which will show an excellent SWR reading, but is all loss, fooling you
into thinking you have a great antenna setup ]
E9H11 : B ( A very sharp single null )
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Where everybody knows your call sign
Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club
Orem, Utah, USA
K7UVA
Phone/Text: 801-368-1865
Email: k7uva@arrl.net
Repeaters: 146.780–, 100.0
448.200–, 100.0 224.560–, 100.0
Newsletter input?
Email uvarcshack@gmail.com
Need help?
Email uvarcelmer@gmail.com

We’re on the web!
uvarc.club

We are the Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit (EIN 81-360-6416) Utah corporation that was organized in
an obscure Orem fire station on 02-05-2016 to provide amateur
radio hobbyists in Utah County and surrounding areas a way to
gather and discuss all things ham. Our primary purposes are to
provide a local amateur radio resource, help new hams in their
new-found adventures, and to give more experienced hams a
reason to share their wealth of knowledge and wisdom in a
friendly atmosphere of fellowship. We’re an ARRL Affiliate and
work in cooperation with the Utah VHF Society, but are not subsidiary to them, to UARC, the 76’ers, UCARES, RACES, the
SCATeam, or any other organization, although many of our
members might also belong to the same.
This alleged newsletter is published every so often by the Utah
Valley Amateur Radio Club, and its purpose is to convey the
tone and temperament of the club, to inform and entertain its
members, and to entice the rest. To join, go to
www.facebook.com/groups/uvarc/ and request membership.
For more information about our club or about amateur (ham)
radio in general, please email or text or call us.
More than just a club, we invite you to become part of a great
ham radio movement in Utah Valley

Our fearless leadership
Presidency
President........................... Noji Ratzlaff
Vice President ............... Chad Buttars
Secretary ........................ Caryn Alarcon
Activities ........................... Jeff McGrath
Technology................ Trevor Holyoak

Board of Directors

Utah’s oldest, youngest hams

Richard Bateman, KD7BBC
Carl Pockrus, WE7OMG
Aubrey Gum, K7GUM
Jody Dollar, K7BUX
Jeremy Giovannoni, K7TEH
Brad Kirk, AF7FP
Alma Perry, W1ZGY

Club Sponsor
Heath Stevenson
Orem City Emergency Manager
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